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What is your Knowledge Organiser?

A knowledge organiser (KO) sets out the important, useful and
powerful knowledge on a topic on a single page.
Your KO is set out into subjects and contains Knowledge pages and
Assessment pages.
The Knowledge pages contain the useful and powerful knowledge.
The Assessment pages contain definitions, key terms, questions and links to further
learning.

How to use your Knowledge Organiser?

1. During lessons your teachers may ask you to recall information using your KO.
2. Your KO will form a regular part of your Homework; spelling tests, ACE tasks,
Cold and Hot questions and Quizzes.
3. Independent learning - Use your KO to recall and retain powerful knowledge.
(see strategies)
4. Your KO will help you revise for upcoming assessments

“Thinking well requires
factual knowledge that is
stored in our long term
memory”
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Independent Learning Strategies
1. Mind maps: Mind maps are a great way of getting lots of key
information on one page. It’s a good way of making links between
events.
2. Mnemonics: This is a word, a sentence, picture, or even a song
that helps people remember information, such as a rule or a list of
names.
3. Flash Cards: These are great for assessment preparation and especially good
to do at home to support with homework. On one side write a question from your
subject. On the other side bullet point the answer.
4. Condense it: This can be done by highlighting the information on your KO or
taking it further by condensing the information into 4 or 5 points.
5. Give a lecture: This simple task can be done in class or at home. Talk about
a topic without repetition for 1 minute. The aim is to verbalise your
understanding of a topic and hopefully recall lots of information.

“You will remember 50%
more when you test
yourself”
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Year 9 Lady Macbeth Writing Scheme
Alliteration

Hyperbole

Tricolon

The close reoccurrence of the same Deliberately exaggerating for effect Three parallel words or phrases.
letter or sound.
or emphasis.
I came, I saw, I conquered.
Tragedy travelled through our
The bag weighed a ton!
trivial lives.

Imperative
Giving an authoritative command.

Direct Address

Collective Pronouns

ENGLISH KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER
Statistics

Using numerical evidence for
support.

Anecdote
A short story about a real
person or incident.

62% of adults are overweight in I remember when…
the UK.

Rhetorical Question

Emotive Language

Speaking directly to the audience
using ‘you’.

Linking yourself with the
audience via ‘we’, ‘our’, ‘us’.

Asking a question as a way of
asserting a point.

Using language to move your
audience.

You must realise that animal
testing is cruel.

We must act now.

Have you ever lied in your life?

Those savage hooligans
attacked her.

Do not smoke.

Counter Argument
Opposing a contradictory belief or
opinion.
Although fireworks can be
dangerous, professional displays
ensure the public’s safety.

Syntax

Expert Reference
Quoting a professional.
Professor Arthur Knowles, an
expert in ______, stated that:
“…………..”

Prolepsis

Simile

Metaphor

Allusion

Pun
A humorous play on words.
New study of obesity looks for
larger test group.

Climax
A good-better-best structure.
A good thing about holidays
are the food. Even better is the
rest. The best, by far, is the
weather.

Extended Metaphor

A comparison that uses ‘like’ or A direct comparison between
‘as’.
two objects or ideas.

A reference to a person, place
or event.

A drawn-out metaphor that
can last several sentences.

Energy drinks are like toxic
waste – useless sewage that
damages the body.

She’s a real Einstein.

Homework Is a prison. Your
room is a cage. You’re buried
under your school books.
You’re chained to your pen

Metanoia

Drowning in an ocean of debt.

Hypophora

Anaphora

Isocolon

Reordering words in sentences to
place emphasis at the end.

Imagining an audience’s
response/objection.

Correcting yourself for
emphasis.

Asking a question before
answering it yourself.

Repetition of the same word or Creating sentences with
phrase in successive sentences. parallel structures.

If you shop online, you will save
money.

Some of you might be thinking
_____, however ……...

I think – no, I know – that
animal testing is wrong.

Who enjoys doing homework?
No-one!

I have a dream…
I have a dream…
I have a dream…

Many will enter, few will win.

Emotive Language
Emotive language is the term
used when certain word
choices are made to evoke an
emotional response. Emotive
language often aims to
persuade the reader or listener
to share the writer or speaker's
point of view,
using language to stimulate an
emotional reaction
Discourse Marker
A word or phrase whose
function is to organize
discourse into segments, for
example well or I mean

Exclamatory Sentence
An exclamatory
sentence makes a statement
that conveys strong emotion or
excitement.

Aristotelian Triad
Writers of text use various
strategies to appeal to their
audiences. The three means by
which writers persuade their
audience are pathos, ethos,
and logos

The key to succeeding in Maths is practice, practice, practice! We have created this revision list to divide some of the key areas of the Year 9 curriculum into
a revision schedule to help you prepare for the end of year exams. Watch the videos listed for each week on www.vle.mathswatch.com. Your maths teacher
will be setting you homework based on these topics each week. Remember, there are worksheets and interactive questions on each topic too if you need
more practice.
Higher (Developing/Secure/Advanced)
Week 1
Topic

Week 2
Clip

Estimation

91

Indices

29,82,154

Standard form

83

Four rules with fractions

71,73,74

Equivalent fractions

25

Fraction, decimal and
percentages
Units of measure

112

85

Topic

Week 3
Clip

Expand and factorise
single and double
brackets
Substitution in
expressions and
formulae (inc complex
scientific formula)
Form and solve
expressions (x on one
side)
Pythagoras

93,134

95

137,135a
150a,150b

Solve Simultaneous
equations
Inequalities (number
lines and solving)
Coordinates
Linear graphs

162

Week 4

Topic

Clip

Real life graphs

143

Ratio notation (inc
fraction and ratio
equivalent)
Proportion (inc money
problems)
Pie charts
Two way tables

Week 5
Clip

Topic

Clip

Single event probability

59

Area and circumference
of circles

117,118

38

Tree diagrams

151

Trigonometry

168

42

Angle facts (inc two
stage calculations)

Similar shapes (lengths)

144

128a
61

138,139

Topic

Angles of parallel lines
Interior and exterior
angles
Area and perimeter
problems

45,121,122
120

Transformations

123

Loci

165

Averages from a table

130

53,54,55,56

49,50,148

8
96

Foundation (Foundation/Developing/Secure)
Week 1
Topic
Negative Numbers in
context

Place Value

Week 2
Clip
23

1

Topic
Four operations with
decimals
Shading and simplifying
fractions

Week 3
Clip
17,18,66,67

94

135,137

71,73,74

Inequalities ( number
lines and solving)

138,139

Substitute into
expressions and
formulae (inc complex
scientific formula)

28,81

Four operations with
fractions (inc mixed
numbers)

Indices

29,131

Fractions, decimals and
percentages

84,85

Sequences

37

Simplifying expressions

33,34,35

BIDMAS

75

Expanding single and
double brackets

31,32,90,91

Factorising single
brackets

Week 4
Clip

Form and solve
expressions/equations

24

Powers, roots, factors
multiples and primes

Rounding and
estimation

Topic

93,134

Topic
Area and perimeter (inc
compound area and
multi-step problems)
Angle facts (inc
vertically opposite
angles and two stage
problems)

Week 5
Clip

Topic

Clip

53,54,55,56

Two way tables

61

45,121,122

Single event probability

59

Symmetry

11

Real life graphs

95

Rotation

49

Pythagoras

150

Linear graphs

96

Ratio (inc ratio to
fraction equivalents)

Direct and inverse
proportion

42

Units of measure

112

Pie Charts

Averages from a table

130

38, 106
128a

143,105
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Year 9 Mathematics Revision – Formulae and Facts

VOLUME
Circumference
= 2πr

Volume of a Prism =
Area of Cross
Section x Length

7

Knowledge Organiser: Year 9 Spanish – HT1 Somos Así- Free time, opinions and hobbies
¿Qué tipo de películas te
gustan

What type of film do you like?

Mi película favorita es…

My favourite film is…

Una comedia

A comedy

Una película de acción

An action film

Opiniones

Opinions

¿Qué cosas te gustan?

What things do you like?

¿Qué cosas te encantan/te
molan/te chiflan/te flipan?

What things do you love?

Me encanta/me mola/me filpa/me
chifla

I love

No me gusta(n) nada

I don’t like…(at all)

El baile/cine

dance/cinema

El deporte/el dibujo

sport/drawing

La moda/la música

fashion/music

Una película de
animación
Una película de
aventuras
Una película de ciencia
ficción

Las artes marciales

Martial arts

Una película de fantasia

Las injusticias

Injustices

Las tareas domésticas

Household chores

Una película de
superheroes
Una película de terror

¿Cómo organizas tu semana?

How do you organiser your week?

Bailo Zumba

I dance Zumba

Cocino para mi familia

I cook for my family

Escribo canciones

I write songs

Juego en mi consola

I play on my games console

Leo revistas/libros

I read magazines/books

Monto en bici

I ride my bike

Navego por internet

Expresiones
de frecuencia

Expressions of
frequency

A veces

Sometimes

Dos veces a la
semana

Twice a week

An animated film

A menudo

Often

An adventure film

Casi todos los
días

Almost every
day

A science-fiction film

Todo el tiempo

All the time

Siempre

Always

A fantasy film
A superhero film

¿Cómo fue tu cumpleaños

A horror film

How was your
birthday?

Celebré mi cumpleaños
con mi familia/ mis amigos

I celebrated my birthday
with my famly/friends

¿Qué hiciste?

What did you do?

Fui/ Fuimos al parque de
atracciones

I/we went to the theme
park

I surf the internet

Invité a mis amigos a
pasar la noche en mi casa

I invited my friends for a
sleep over at my house

Preparo la cena

I prepare dinner

Bebi/ bebimos refrescos

I/we drank soft drinks

Saco fotos

I take photos

I/We ate birthday cake

Toco el teclado

I play the keyboard

Comi/ comimos tarta de
cumpleaños

Veo un partido de fútbol

I watch a football game

Recibí muchos regalos

I received lots of presents

Fue alucinante/increíble

It was amazing/incredible

¿Cuándo?

When?

Después del insti

After school

Este fin de semana

This weekend

Los fines de semana

At the weekend

Los lunes

On Mondays

Por la tarde

In the afternoon

Por la mañana

In the morning

Knowledge Organiser: Year 9 Spanish – HT2 Oriéntate- Jobs and future plans
¿En qué te gustaría
What job would you like to
¿Te gusta tu trabajo?
trabajar?
do?
Me gustaría ser
I would like to be
I am…
(No) Me gusta (nada)
Quiero ser
I want to be
A waiter
Mi trabajo
A cook
abogado/a
A lawyer
porque es
A shop assistant
cantante
A singer
difícil
A beautician
diseñador/a
A designer
duro
A gardener
enfermero/a
A nurse
estimulante
A cleaner
mecánico/a
A mechanic
interesante
A hairdresser
periodista
A journalist
repetitivo
A receptionist
policía
A police officer
¿Cómo es tu jefe?
¿Cómo eres?
What are you like?
taxista
A taxi driver
maleducado
En mi opinión, soy… In my opinion, I am..
I would like
Me gustaría
Mis compañeros son
Creo/Pienso que
I think that
I wouldn’t like …(at all)
No me gustaría (nada)
simpáticos
Soy muy/bastante
I am very/quite
¿Cómo va a ser tu
To work in the open air
Trabajar al aire libre
ambicioso/a
Ambitious
To work with animals
Trabajar con animales
futuro?
Creativo/a
Creative
En el futuro
To work with children
Trabajar con ninos
Inteligente
Intelligent
Voy a
To work as a team
Trabajar en equipo
organizado/a
Organised
To wok in an office
Trabajar en una oficina
Ganar mucho dinero
Paciente
Patient
To work alone
Trabajar solo/a
Responsable
Responsible
Hacer un trabajo
To do a creative job
Hacer un trabajo creativo
interesante
serio/a
Serious
To do a manual job
Hacer un trabajo manual
Ir
a
la universidad
¿En qué consiste tu trabajo
What does your job involve?
Describe tu trabajo
Describe your job
Ser
famoso/a
Tengo que…
I have to…
¿En qué trabajas?
What do you do for a living?
Ser
voluntario/a
Contestar al telefono
Answer the phone
¿Por qué decidiste ser?
Why did you decide to be?
Tener hijos
Ayudar a los clientes
Help customers
I like it and so I decided to be a
Me gusta y por eso decidí
Viajar
Cortar el pelo
Cut customer’s hair
Leo mi agenda
I read my diary
Cuidar a las plantas
Look after the plants
Vivir en el extranjero
Trabajo en equipo
I work in a team
Hacer manicuras
Do manicures
Voy a la oficina
I go to the office
Va a ser interesante
Limpiar habitaciones
Clean rooms
¿Qué cualidades tienes que What qualities do you need to
Preparar la comida
Prepare food
tener?
have?
Servir la comida en el restaurante
Serve food in the restaurant
Tienes que ser
You need to be
Sell products in the shop
Voy a estudiar/ trabajar en
I am going to study/work in
Vender productos en la tienda
Los trabajos en el
hotel
Soy…
Camarero/a
Cocinero/a
dependiente/a
Esteticista
jardinero/a
limpiador/a
peluquero/a
Recepcionista

Hotel jobs

Do you like your job?
I (don’t) like my job (at all)
My job
Because it is
difficult
hard
stimulating
Interesting
repetitive
What is your boss like?
Rude
My colleagues are nice

What is your future
going to be like?
In the future
I am going to
Earn a lot of money
Do an interesting job
Go to university
Be famous
Be a volunteer
Have children
Travel
Live abroad
It is going to be
interesting

Knowledge Organiser: Year 9 Spanish – HT3 En forma - Healthy lifestyle, routine, illness
¿Llevas una dieta sana?

Do you have a healthy diet?

Llevo una dieta sana.
I have a healthy diet.
Me gusta (bastante / mucho) el pan. I (quite / really) like bread.
Me gustan las galletas.
No me gusta(n) (nada)…
el arroz / el pan
el pollo / el pescado
la carne / la ensalada
la pasta / la pizza
los caramelos
los huevos
los pasteles
las galletas
las verduras
Como / Comí verduras.
Bebo / Bebí agua.

¿Cuál es tu rutina diaria?
me despierto (muy temprano / a las
siete)
me levanto (enseguida)
me lavo los dientes
me ducho
me visto
me acuesto
desayuno
meriendo

I like biscuits.
I (really) don’t like… (at all).
rice / bread
chicken / fish
meat / salad
pasta / pizza
sweets
eggs
cakes
biscuits
vegetables
I eat / ate vegetables.
I drink / drank water.

What is your daily routine?
I wake up (very early / at 7 o’clock)
I get up (straight away)
I brush my teeth
I shower
I get dressed
I go to bed
I have breakfast
I have an afternoon snack

¿Qué haces para estar en forma?

What do you do to keep fit?

Me gusta mucho hacer deporte.

I really like doing sport.

Hago artes marciales.

I do martial arts.

Hago atletismo.
Hago footing.
Hago gimnasia.
Hago natación.
Juego al baloncesto.

I do athletics.
I go jogging.
I do gymnastics.
I go swimming.
I play basketball.

Juego al ping-pong.

I play table tennis.

Juego al tenis.
Juego al voleibol.
Juego a la pelota vasca.

I play tennis.
I play volleyball.
I play pelota (Basque ball game).

…en el parque / gimnasio

…in the park / gym

Voy al polideportivo.

I go to the sports centre.

Soy miembro de un club.

I belong to a club.

Voy a clases de baile.

I go to dance classes.

My hand/ leg hurts.
My teeth hurt.
My ears hurt / I have earache.
My eyes hurt.
I have a cold.
I feel sick / nauseous.
I have sunburn.
I have a cough.
I’m tired.
I’m ill.
I don’t feel well.

Consejos para estar en forma Advice for keeping fit / in shape
Para estar en forma…

To keep fit / in shape…

It is my favourite sport.

Empecé (a jugar)

I started (playing)…

Se debe…
beber agua frecuentemente

You / One must…
drink water frequently

a los (diez) años
Voy a empezar a (hacer)…

at the age of (ten)
I am going to start (doing)…

comer más fruta y verduras

eat more fruit and vegetables

comer menos chocolate / caramelos

eat less chocolate / fewer sweets

¿Con qué frecuencia comes
pescado?

How often do you eat fish?

dormir ocho horas al día

sleep for eight hours a day

entrenar una hora al día

train for one hour a day

No se debe…

You / One must not…

beber alcohol
beber muchos refrescos

drink alcohol
drink lots of soft drinks

comer comida basura

eat junk food

fumar
Soy adicto/a al / a la / a los / a las…

smoke
I am addicted to…

A partir de ahora, voy a…

From now on, I am going to…

Lo / La / Los / Las como…

I eat it / them…
three times a day
every day

salgo (a correr)
corro (veinte kilómetros)

I go out (running)
I run (twenty kilometres)

dos veces a la semana

twice a week

entreno
voy al insti / trabajo

I exercise / train
I go to school / work

los fines de semana

at weekends

termino (a las dos)

My head / back / throat hurts.

I prefer playing football.

tres veces al día
cada día / todos los días

I sleep (for eight hours)

What hurts?
Does your stomach hurt?
My arm / stomach / foot hurts.

Prefiero jugar al fútbol.

I have (… for) dinner

duermo(ochohoras)

How are you?

¿Qué te duele?
¿Te duele el estómago?
Me duele el brazo / el estómago /
el pie.
Me duele la cabeza / la espalda / la
garganta.
Me duele la mano / la pierna.
Me duelen los dientes.
Me duelen los oídos.
Me duelen los ojos.
Tengo catarro.
Tengo náuseas.
Tengo quemaduras del sol.
Tengo tos.
Estoy cansado/a.
Estoy enfermo/a.
No me encuentro bien.

Es mi deporte preferido.

ceno (…)

I finish (at two o’clock)

¿Qué tal estás?

una vez al mes
a veces
de vez en cuando
(Casi) nunca lo / la / los / las como.

once a month
sometimes
from time to time
I (almost) never eat it / them.

Knowledge Organiser: Year 9 Spanish – HT4-Jóvenes en acción- social and global issues
Mis derechos

My rights

¡Reciclamos!

Let’s recycle!

Tengo derecho…
al amor y a la familia
al juego
a la educación
a la libertad de expresión
a un medio ambiente sano

I have the right…
to love and to family
to play
to education
to freedom of expression
to a healthy environment

¿Qué se debería hacer para
proteger el medio ambiente?

What should you/we do to protect
the environment?

a vivir en armonía
No puedo…
dar mi opinión
jugar con mis hermanos
salir solo/a
dormir
ir al insti(tuto)
respirar
porque…
soy chico/a
tengo que ganar dinero
hay mucha violencia en mi
ciudad
mi padre grita mucho
tengo que trabajar
el aire está contaminado
No es justo porque…
Es inaceptable porque…

to live in harmony
I cannot…
give my opinion
play with my siblings
go out alone
sleep
go to school
breathe
because…
I am a boy/girl
I have to earn money
there is a lot of violence in my
city
my dad shouts a lot
I have to work
the air is polluted
It isn’t fair because…
It is unacceptable because…

Para proteger el medio ambiente, In order to protect the environment,
Se debería…
ahorrar energía en casa
apagar la luz
cerrar el grifo
conservar el agua
desenchufar los aparatos eléctricos

You/We should…
save energy at home
turn off the light
turn off the tap
save water
unplug electrical devices

ducharse en vez de bañarse

have a shower instead of a bath

Mi ciudad

My town / city

¿Cómo era tu ciudad antes?

What was your town / city like before?

ir en bici(cleta)
reciclar el papel / el plástico / el
vidrio
usar transporte público
No se debería…
malgastar el agua
tirar la basura al suelo
usar bolsas de plástico

go by bike
recycle paper / plastic / glass

Antes…
era (bastante) aburrida
era (muy) peligrosa
estaba sucia
había mucha basura
había mucha contaminación
Había mucha violencia
no había medios de transporte público

use public transport
You/We shouldn’t…
waste water
throw rubbish on the ground
use plastic bags

El comercio justo

Fair trade

Tiene (diez) años.
Vive / Viven…
con su familia
en una plantación
Trabaja / Trabajan…

He/She is (ten) years old.
He/She lives / They live…
with his/her family
on a plantation
He/She works / They work…

(catorce) horas al día
(fourteen) hours a day
(seis) días a la semana
(six) days a week
para un patrón
for an employer
para una cooperativa
for a cooperative
Gana / Ganan(treinta) euros al He/She earns / They earn (thirty)
mes.
euros a month.

Before…
it used to be (quite) boring
it used to be (very) dangerous
it used to be dirty
there used to be a lot of rubbish
there used to be a lot of pollution
there used to be a lot of violence
there didn’t use to be means of
transport
no había nada para los jóvenes
there didn’t use to be anything for
youngsters
Ahora…
Now…
está limpia
it is clean
hay menos basura
there is less rubbish
hay menos contaminación
there is less pollution
hay parques y espacios públicos muy
there are very nice parks and public
bonitos
spaces
hay una red de transporte muy buena there is a very good transport network
hay muchas cosas para los jóvenes

there are lots of things for young people

no tiene barrios peligrosos

it doesn’t have dangerous
neighbourhoods

Grammar

Adjectives in Spanish come AFTER the noun they are describing
and they must AGREE. (AA)

Include the following linguistic features in your
writing and speaking:
✓ Justified opinions
✓ Connectives and intensifiers
✓ Tenses (Past/Present/Future)
✓ High value phrases

Masculine

Feminine

Masculine
Plural

Feminine Plural

Rojo

Roja

Rojos

Rojas

Rosa

Rosa

Rosas

Rosas

Opinión

Justified opinion (JO)

Verde

Verde

Verdes

Verdes

Me gustan las comedias
I like comedies

Porque me hacen reír
Because they make me laugh

Azul

Azul

Azules

Azules

Me gustaría viajar al extranjero
I would like to travel abroad

Porque me flipa conocer gente nueva
Because I love meeting new people

No me gustan nada los refrescos
I do not like fizzy drinks at all

Ya que no son buenos para la salud
Because they are not good for your health

Odio mi trabajo
I hate my job

Dado que mi jefe es muy mal educado
Because my boss is very rude

Present tense - conjugation

I
You
(singular)
He/she/it
We
You
(plural)
They

Preterite tense - conjugation

-ar
verbs
-o

-er
verbs
-o

-ir
verbs
-o

-as

-es

-es

-a
-amos

-e
-emos

-e
-imos

-áis

-éis

-ís

-an

-en

-en

I
You
(singular)
He/she/it
We
You
(plural)
They

-ar
verbs
-é

-er
verbs
-í

-ir
verbs
-í

-aste

-iste

-iste

-ó
-amos

-ió
-imos

-ió
-imos

-asteis

-isteis

-isteis

-aron

-ieron

-ieron

✓ High value phrases (HVP)
• Si fuera posible- If it were possible
• Si pudiera-If I could
• Si tuviera la oportunidad/el tiempo/el dinero
• If I had the opportunity/the time/the money
• Cuando sea mayor-When I am older
• Si ganara la lotería- If I won the lottery

Near Future tense - conjugation
Present tense of
ir

+a

+infinitive

Voy
Vas
Va
Vamos
Vais
Van

a
a
a
a
a
a

Hablar
Chatear
Comer
Ver
Salir
Vivir

Useful
conditionals
Me encantaría I would love
Me gustaría

I would like

Sería

It would be

Haría

I would do

Iría

I would go

MFL: AVOCADOS
A
Adjectives

V
Verbs

O
Opinions

Emocionante – exciting
Impresionante – impressive
Entretenido – entertaining
Precioso – beautiful
Asqueroso – disgusting
Agradable – pleasant
Raro – strange
Gracioso – funny
Sano – healthy
Malsano – unhealthy
Antiguo – old
Ruidoso - noisy

Voy – I go
Hago – I do
Veo – I see
Salgo – I go out
Como – I eat
Compro – I buy
Visito – I visit
Puedo – I can
Se puede – one can
Es – it is
Son – they are

Me encanta – I love
Me chifla/flipa – I’m crazy
about
Detesto – I hate
No aguanto – I can’t stand
Me interesa … – … interests
me
Me aburre … – … bores me
Me molesta … - …annoys me
No me importa – it doesn’t
bother me

A
Adverbs

D
Detail

O
OMG

S
Sequencers

Lo bueno/malo es que – the
good/bad thing is that
Lo peor/mejor es que – the
worst/best thing is that
Si fuera posible – if it were
possible
Si pudiera – if I could
Suelo + inf – I usually …
Acabo de + inf – I have just ..
Para + inf – in order to …
Tengo ganas de + inf – I really
want to …

Primero – first
Segundo – second
Luego – then
Más tarde – later
Antes – before
Después – after
Por la mañana/tarde/noche –
in the
morning/afternoon/evening
Al fin y al cabo – at the end of
the day

Normalmente – normally
Completamente – completely
Rápidamente – quickly
Frecuentemente – frequently
De repente – suddenly
En seguido – immediately
Raramente – rarely
Especialmente - especially

Muy – very
Más – more
Menos – less
Un poco – a bit
Bastante – quite
Demasiado – too
Realmente - really
Tan – so
Tanto/a – so much
Tantos/as – so many

C
Connectives
Sin embargo – however
Aunque – although
O – or
Ya que – since/as
Dado que – given that
Así que – therefore
Como – as / like
No obstante – nevertheless
Por un lado – on one hand
Por otro lado – on the other
hand

Topic: Skills
When will I revisit this? Every year. This is the most
important unit! Worth 15% of your year 11 exam!
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Topic: Skills
When will I revisit this? Every year. This is the most
important unit! Worth 15% of your year 11 exam!
Challenge me question

Hot
•

Which form of error is caused
by the equipment we use, and
can you give an example?

•

Describe the difference
between precision and
accuracy.

Key words

Stuck strategies

Data, variable, independent,
dependent, results, conclusion,
accuracy, continuous,
discontinuous, categoric, valid,
precision, distribution, reliability,
error, measure

I Can Do Maths Cooking Sausages

Mild
•

What does the term validity
mean?

•

What does repeatability
mean?

Lemon and herb
•

What piece of equipment
would be used to heat up
substances/materials?

2

3

Dependent Measure
Control Same

Confidence level?

Not sure
1

Independent Change

4

5

6

Very happy
7

8

9

10

Can you get 100%?
Cold questions
1. What is an independent variable?
2. What is a dependent variable?
3. What are control variables?

Hot questions
1. In the investigation titled ’How does acid
concentration affect the time taken for magnesium
to react?’; what is the independent and dependent
variables?
2. Justify your reasoning over why height is a
continuous variable and should be drawn as a line
graph?
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Topic: Light
When will I revisit this? Y10 Waves
Lenses

Reflection – light bouncing back

Lenses in cameras and in our eyes bring together light to make
an image. They are converging lenses.

If a surface is smooth and shiny (like a mirror) it reflects the light at the
same angle and you get a clear image/reflection.

Light is then transferred to electrical
messages in either our eyes or in the
camera.

If the surface is rough it scatters the light and gives a diffused reflection
(not clear).

Transparent
Allows light
through it
(normal
window)

In a mirror the angles of incidence and reflection will be the same. This is
why the image is clear.

Opaque
Doesn’t allow
through
(solids/bricks)
Translucent
Some light is
passed
through.
(bathroom
windows that
are frosted.

Refraction – light bending

Dispersion – light splitting

When a wave goes through different mediums (densities) it will either speed up or
slow down. If light goes into a medium that is more dense (gas is least dense) it will
slow down and bends towards the normal. The dotted line we draw when the wave
hits the new density substance.

White light can split into 7 colours (the
rainbow). If light goes through a filter
all the colours except the colour of
the filter are absorbed (taken in) and
the colour that is the same as the filter
is transmitted (let through)

Shadows
Formed from
light being
blocked by an
opaque object.
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Topic: Light
When will I revisit this? Y10 Waves

Challenge me question

Key words

Ray

Focal

Stuck strategies

Absorb

Reflect

Lens

Richard Of York Gave Battle In Vain
Red Orange Yellow Green Blue Indigo Violet

Hot

Longitudinal Refract

Converging

Draw what would happen to light as it
goes from a liquid to a gas and then to
a solid.

Transverse

Vacuum

Dispersion

Opaque

Incidence

Frequency

Transparent Reflection
Mild

Translucent

Normal

Why can light travel through space?

Lemon and herb
If red has the highest frequency
wavelength, which is the lowest
frequency?

Confidence level?

Not sure
1

2

3

4

5

6

Very happy
7

8

9

10

Can you get 100%?
Cold questions
1. What are the 7 colours that white light is made
from?
2. What’s the scientific name for light bending?
3. Will you see a reflection in a tyre?
4. If the angle of incidence is 50°, what would be
the angle of reflection?

Hot questions
1. Describe what the normal line is.
2. How could you use a ray box to draw the lines
for refraction (practical)?
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Topic: Sound
When will I revisit
this? Y10 Waves
Sound

Longitudinal

Transverse

Particles move in
the same direction
as the wave.
NEEDS PARTICLES

Particles move at
right angles (up
and down)
compared to the
wave. DOESN’T
NEED PARTICLES.

Diagram

Movement

Sound is way of transferring energy. The
particles vibrate and pass on the energy.
Particles are needed, so sound can’t travel
in space.
Sound travels quicker in solids compared
to liquids and gases.

Sound can be measured using a sound
intensity metre. Sound is measured in
decibels.

Can be reflected, absorbed or
transmitted.
Sound

Sound can be reflected, this is an echo.

Humans can only hear sounds with a frequency of 20-20,000Hz. Anything
above this is ultrasound.

Pitch and volume

What can happen to sound?

Ultrasound can be used by animals for communicating, hunting and
movement. Humans use it for similar but also medical and to clean objects.

Absorbed - sound becomes muffled

Sound is heard through the
particles vibrating and causing
the ear drum to vibrate. These
pass onto the ear
bones, which then amplify the
sound and onto the liquid inside
the cochlea. These then are
changed into impulses down the
auditory nerve to the brain.

If the amplitude is
bigger, the sound
would be louder.
If the wavelength is
small and closer
together, the
sound would be
high pitched
(squeaky). This is
also classed as a
high frequency.

Reflected – echo
Transmitted – sound can be heard
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Topic: Sound
When will I revisit this? Y10 Waves

Challenge me question

Key words

Vibrate

Oscilloscope

Stuck strategies

Amplitude

Energy

Amplify

Hot

Frequency

Medium

Echo

Transverse waves travel at right angles.
Right angles in the “T”.

Draw what would happen to sound
wave as it goes from a liquid to a gas
(link to light unit).

Hertz

Particles

Reflect

Intensity

Longitudinal Transmit

Pitch

Density

Mild
Draw the waves that would be formed
when these
collide.

Confidence level?

Not sure
1

2

3

Longitudinal waves travel parallel. Ls at
the start and end are parallel.

4

5

6

Very happy
7

8

9

10

Can you get 100%?
Cold questions
Lemon and herb

Draw the sound wave that
would be seen from a high
pitch loud noise.

1.
2.
3.
4.

What does a sound wave transfer?
Why can’t we hear sound in space?
What is the direction that particles travel?
What is the path from a sound hitting the ear to
getting to the brain?

Hot questions
1. Why are certain sounds absorbed and others
can transmit through mediums?
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Topic: Genetics and Evolution
When will I revisit this? Y10 B3- Genetics
A species is a group of organisms that are able to
reproduce to give offspring that are also able
to reproduce. Members of the same species have
very similar characteristics (features). However, there is
variation in these characteristics.

All tigers have
stripes but there is
variation in the
stripes between
each tiger.

Environmental variation
Some characteristics vary due
to environmental factors in an
organism’s surroundings
(its environment). There are
living environmental factors
(other organisms) and physical
(non-living) environmental
factors, such as the amount of
sunlight. Variation caused by
environmental factors is
environmental variation. All
the organisms and physical
environmental factors in an
area form an ecosystem.

Inherited variation
Offspring inherit
characteristics from
their parents and
these
characteristics can
vary
(e.g. brown eyes
and blue eyes).
This is inherited
variation.

Chromosomes, genes and DNA
An organism’s characteristics are controlled by genetic information contained in a code in
DNA. James Watson and Francis Crick discovered the structure of DNA by making use of the
data of other scientists, such as Rosalind Franklin and Maurice Wilkins.
Each chromosome contains a long molecule of DNA. Certain sections of that DNA molecule
contain the genetic information and are called genes.
In humans there are 23 different types of chromosome. Most cells have two copies of each
type. Gametes, however, only have one copy of each type of chromosome. When two
gametes fuse fertilisation, they form a zygote that contains the chromosomes from both
gametes. For some characteristics, scientists can work out the probability that a child will
inherit that characteristic. Probabilities are shown as percentages, decimals or fractions.
Endangerment and extinction
Changes in an ecosystem can cause species to become endangered or extinct. This is usually
due to:
• changes in physical environmental factors
• competition from other organisms
• disease
• human activities (e.g. hunting, clearing habitats, using poisons).
We can try to stop this happening and preserve biodiversity (the number of species) by:
• protecting areas and setting up nature reserves
• setting up breeding programmes in zoos
• banning the hunting of some animals or the collecting of wild plants
• setting up gene banks (to store parts of organisms, such as seeds and gametes).
We should preserve biodiversity because:
• organisms depend on one another (they are interdependent)
• we won’t be able to make use of organisms if they become extinct
• more biodiverse areas recover better from natural disasters.
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Topic: Genetics and Evolution
When will I revisit this? Y10 B3- Genetics
Challenge me question

Key Words

Chromosome Endangered

Continuous

DNA

Stuck strategies

Extinct

Hot

Discontinuous Biodiversity

Explain some ways of preserving
biodiversity?

Classification Competition
Species

Evolution

Distribution

Natural
Selection

Mild
Describe the relationship between
chromosomes, DNA, genes, genetic
information and nuclei.

Not sure
1

2

3

4

5

6

Very happy
7

8

9

10

Can you get 100%?

Lemon and herb
Identify different types of environmental
variation

Confidence level?

Cold questions
1) What does extinct mean?
2) What is a species?
2) Suggest a way in which extinction
happens?
3) In which organelle is DNA found?
4) Give two examples of characteristics
controlled by genes

Hot questions
1) Explain how environmental variation can cause
problems with classification.
2) Explain how adaptations affect the survival of
organisms.
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Topic: Materials in the earth
When will I revisit this? KS4 Fuels

Solutions to these problems include …

●

removal of sulfur from fuels

●

reduction in the use of fossil fuels and use of more
renewable energy sources

Problems with making and using materials

●

control of hazardous waste from factories

Burning fossil fuels provides the energy needed to make
materials but is also linked to:

●

use of biodegradable polymers, which break down in the
soil, so they disappear more quickly.

●

acid rain from production of sulfur dioxide

●

increase in carbon dioxide levels and the greenhouse
effect

●

soot dirtying buildings and damaging health.

Recycling saves the Earth’s resources.
Recycling materials to use again
reduces our use of landfill sites

Toxic substances released in waste get into food chains.

●

As large animals eat lots of smaller animals, toxin levels
increase (biomagnification) and can reach harmful levels in
humans.

reduces the need to burn
fossil fuels

●

reduces pollution from
manufacturing process

Non-biodegradable polymer waste causes pollution
problems and dangers to animals for years.

●

Endothermic and exothermic reactions

saves our resources of raw
materials, e.g. metal ores for
metals and wood for paper.

Examples of materials that can be
recycled

Metals – by separating and melting.
Glass – by separating colours and
melting.
Polymers – by using recycle labels.
Paper – by removing ink and
adding water to make a pulp.
Concrete – by crushing and
grading.

Exothermic reactions transfer energy into the
surroundings and so increase the temperature
around them, e.g. combustion reactions.
Endothermic reactions transfer energy from the
surroundings and so decrease the temperature
around them, e.g. decomposition reactions.
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Topic: Materials in the earth
When will I revisit this? KS4 Fuels

Topic: Materials in the earth
When will I revisit this? KS4 Fuels
Challenge me question

Key words

Stuck strategies

Ceramic

Crude oil

Polymer

Hot

Brittle

Vulcanisation

Endothermic

Explain how carbon capture technology
could help to protect our Earth.

Lattice

Composite

Biodegradeabl
e

Polymer

Thermal
decomposition

Monomer
Mild
Explain how burning fuels incompletely
can cause damage to the environment.

Confidence level?

Not sure
1

2

3

4

5

6

Very happy
7

8

9

10

Can you get 100%?

Lemon and herb

Cold questions

What is incomplete combustion?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Describe two physical properties of ceramics
What is an electrical insulator?
What is a polymer?
What is an endothermic reaction?
What does the term ‘BIODEGRADABLE’
mean?

Hot questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Name one use of ceramics and explain why
the material is suitable for this use.
Describe how polymerisation works.
Explain why concrete is a composite material
Write the word equation for the thermal
decomposition of calcium carbonate.
Write a word and symbol equation for the
complete combustion of sulfur.
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Topic: Space
When will I revisit this? Year 11 (Physics only)
Ptolemy (90-168) worked out a solar
system model with the Earth at the
centre—this is called the geocentric
model. Most astronomers accepted
this model for the next 1500 years as
it explained many of their
observations.

Magnets attract magnetic materials. A
magnet has a north and south pole. N – S
attract. N – N and S – S repel. The space
around a magnetic is called the magnetic
field. You can investigate this using a
compass or iron fillings. The Earth has a
magnetic field. A compass always point’s
North.

1543—Copernicus (1473-1543)
suggested that the Earth and other
planets moved in circles (orbits)
around the Sun. This is the
heliocentric model (our modern day
solar system model). This model was
not accepted straight away as it did
not explain all the observations very
well. Galileo used one of the first
telescopes to provide evidence for
Copernicus’ model.

Gravity = force that attracts objects towards
each other. Gravity pulls in the direction
towards the centre of any object.

Sizes of the Universe
Star → Solar system → Galaxies → Universe
The Sun is one of millions of stars in our galaxy, which is called the
Milky Way. There are millions of galaxies in the Universe.
Weight (N) = Mass (kg) × Gravitational field strength (N/kg)

Day = is 24 hours long. This is because it
takes 24 hours for the Earth to spin once on
its axis. The half of the Earth facing the Sun
is in daylight. The half facing away from the
Sun has no sunlight and so becomes nighttime.
Year = how long it takes to travel once
around the Sun. This takes 365 days.
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Topic: Space
When will I revisit this? Year 11 (Physics only)
Challenge me question
Hot

• What effect does
gravity have on
objects?

Key words

Stuck strategies

Seasons, hemisphere, lunar,
satellite, equator, spherical,
sunrise, gravity, shadow,
poles, rotation, axis, planets,
galaxy, star

My Wet Granny

Mild

• How can you
calculate the
weight of an
object?
Lemon and herb

• What is the
geocentric solar
system model?

Confidence level?

Not sure
1

2

3

Mass Weight Gravity

4

5

6

Very happy
7

8

9

10

Can you get 100%?
Cold questions
1. How many days in the year is there?
2. What is a season?
3. What is a galaxy?
4. What does the Earth have around it ?
5. What is weight measured in?
6. What is mass measured in?
7. Define what gravity is.

Hot questions
1. Justify the need to use light years as a
distance measurement in space.
2. Can you explain the difference
between mass and weight?
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Topic: Plant Growth
When will I revisit this? B2 Cells and control
Plants can make their own food, known as glucose (a simple sugar). They
do this using a process called photosynthesis. The use water, carbon
dioxide and light which is converted into glucose and oxygen. The word
equation is the following:

Carbon dioxide + water

glucose + oxygen

Stomata are
holes at the
bottom of a plant
that allow gases
and water to
move in and out.
Stomata are controlled by guard cells. These
swell with water to open up the stomata. This
means more water can be lost and more gas
exchange can take place. Guard cells lose
water to close the stomata. This means less
water is lost, and less gas exchange can take
place.

Getting water
Water is taken out of the soil by the roots. Roots are adapted to their function by
being branched and spread out to help them to absorb water from a large
volume of soil. They also have root hair cells, which have a large surface area to
help them absorb water quickly. The water flows up xylem vessels (made of
hollow cells) to the leaf.
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Topic: Plant Growth
When will I revisit this? B2 Cells and control
Uses of glucose
Glucose is a type of sugar. It is used for three things:
● respiration to release energy
● making other substances that act as stores of energy (e.g. starch), which can be turned back into
glucose for respiration when needed
● making new materials for growth, e.g. cellulose (for cell walls), lipids (e.g. for cell membranes) and
proteins (e.g. for enzymes). To make proteins, mineral salts called nitrates are needed.
New substances made by a plant are carried around the plant in phloem vessels.

Farming and its affects on the environment
What is done
land is cleared of hedges
and trees
pesticides (e.g. herbicides,
insecticides) are used

Why it is done
to create more land for crops
and make it easier for
machinery to move around
to kill pests that compete with
or harm the crops

fertilisers are used

they contain mineral salts that
help plants to grow and
increase the yield

varieties

varieties of plants are chosen
that produce the highest yield

Problems this causes
Destroys habitats. Lack of
roots can cause soil erosion.
Can kill useful organisms as
well as pests. Damages food
webs.
Can wash into streams and
rivers and cause pollution so
that the organisms in the
water die.
The planting of huge areas of
a single variety reduces
biodiversity.

Farmers and plant breeders
may choose or ‘select’ a plant
with certain characteristics. This
organism is then used to breed
from. The offspring that have
the best of these characteristics
are then bred from again. This
is called selective breeding and
is how many varieties are
created.
Sometimes two different
varieties are bred together to
try to produce offspring with
characteristics from both
varieties. This is called crossbreeding.
28

Topic:
When will I revisit this?

Challenge me question
Hot

Explain how water moves
from the soil up the stem of a
plant

Key words

Stuck strategies

Photosynthesis

Glucose

COW GO – Photosynthesis

Carbon dioxide

Minerals

Gas exchange

Stomata

Xylem

Adaptation

Carbon Dioxide + Water → Glucose + Oxygen

Mild

Describe the adaptations of a
root hair cell for its role in
absorbing water from the soil

Not sure
1

2

3

Lemon and herb

Write a word equation for
photosynthesis

Confidence level?
4

5

6

Very happy
7

8

9

10

Can you get 100%?
Cold questions
What are stomata?
What is glucose?
What is the word equation for
photosynthesis?

Hot questions
Explain how the leaf is adapted to
carry out photosynthesis and gas
exchange
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Ecosystems Knowledge Organiser
Distribution of Biomes

Savannah Ecosystem

The savanna ecosystems is located between the rainforests found at the equator and
deserts found along the tropic lines. More precisely, they are located between 23.5°
north and 23.5° south of the equator.

Biome

Key Characteristics

•Along equator (Asia, Africa / South
Tropical
America). •6% of earth’s surface. •25°C –
Rainforests
30°C and over 250mm rain per month.
•Tropics (Sahara and Australia). •Over
Deserts
30°C and less than 300 mmm per year
rain. •20% of land’s surface.
•Higher latitudes •5 – 20°C and between
Deciduous
500 – 1500 mm rain per year. •. •Lose
forests
leaves in the winter to cope with the cold.
Coniferous
•60°N (Scandinavia / Canada). •Cone
forest
bearing evergreen trees. •
(Taiga)
•Above 60°N (Arctic Circle). •Less than
Tundra
10°C and less than 500mm per year rain.

The savanna has two seasons: a wet season and dry season. Its annual precipitation is
between 100-150cm of rain. The temperature is warm throughout the year, with a
temperature range between 25°C to 30°C across the year.
The main type of vegetation is grass, which grows very tall. There are also occasional
scattered trees such as the Baobab tree and Acacia tree. These have adapted to
survive in the savannah.
Lots. Most are fast with strong legs (zebra, giraffe). There are many herbivores due to
the high amount of grass, however carnivores (lions, cheetahs) are also found in the
savannah due to the high number of herbivores.

Svalbard – Tundra
North (arctic circle) and south poles
• Very cold, very dry, soil is permanently frozen (permafrost). Winters are cold,
dark and long, with an average temperature is -30°C. In
mid-December it is dark all day. In the summer temperatures vary between 010°C.
• Sparse – usually small bushes and flowers. The top layer of soil only thaws
during 2-3 months in the summer.
• Few (e.g. penguin, polar bear).
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Population and Development Knowledge Organiser
Impacts of
Overpopulation

A Map to show distribution of the
worlds population

The Demographic Transition Model

Services (such as
schools/universities and education,
hospitals, housing), are under
strains, there is a shortage of jobs
and a rise in people living in
poverty, more greenfield sites are
built on and there is more
pollution due to more factories
and transport.
DISTRIBUTION:
The way in which something is
shared or spread out among a
group or spread over an area.

Different Industry Sectors
Primary Industry- Primary industry involves sourcing the ‘raw
material’. For example, fishing, mining, forestry or farming.
iPhone example in China- Rare earths are mined in China which go
towards the production of an iPhone
Secondary Industry-This industry involves taking the ‘raw’ materials
and manufacturing them into a product. E.G. a car factory.
iPhone example in China- There are many factories in China which
assemble (put together) all of the parts of an iPhone

Tertiary Industry- The tertiary sector is also called the service sector
and involves the selling of services and skills. They can also involve
selling goods and products from primary and secondary industries.
E.g. working in a supermarket, doctors ,teachers , taxi drivers
iPhone example in China- iPhones are sold in shops in China
Quaternary Industry- The quaternary sector consists of those
industries providing information services, such as computing, ICT
(information and communication technologies), consultancy (offering
advice to businesses) and R&D (research, particularly in scientific
fields).
iPhone example- Scientists works to make iPhones better- quicker,
faster, safer.

Chinese One Child Policy
What were the rules?
You had a 10% salary (wage) cut; This
fine would bankrupt many families
The ‘Granny Police’ were older women
who kept an eye on women to make
sure they went to abortion appointments

How would you be rewarded if
you stuck to the rules?
You received a 10% salary increase and
receive a higher pension

Kerala, India
Non Birth Control Policy
Health care standards have
been improved. Children are
now given regular
vaccinations which means
that infant mortality
has decreased so people no
longer need to have so many
children
Women are only allowed
maternity leave for the first 2
children- this defers families
from wanting more children

You would get priority over others for
housing and benefits

Contraception is now more
widely available for free and
there is a range of advice and
options available for couples.

Was it successful?

Was it successful?

Arguably NOT – it led to huge gender
imbalance of 60 million more men than
women as people preferred a male child,
many people were still living on less than
$2 per day
Arguably YES – it ended in February 2016
however it had prevented up to 400
million births

The demographic
transition model (or DTM)
shows you how a
countries population
changes as it ‘develops’.
This means as a countries
healthcare, education
and economy grows or
improves. All countries or
towns can be placed at a
certain stage of the DTM

The Syrian War
Causes

Effects

Rebels don’t
want President
Assad in control
anymore

5.6 million
Syrians have fled
to safety abroad

Islamic State has
taken control of
some land in
Syria and got
involved in the
fighting

1.5 million
Syrians have
permanent
disabilities as a
result of the
fighting
353,900 people
have died

Migration from Syria
Push Factors

Pull Factors

85% of women in Kerala can
read and write compared to
the rest of India- 50%.

Schools, homes,
roads etc. have
been destroyed.

Access to
healthcare,
housing and jobs

The status of women has
improved significantly
Women are no longer seen
as a burden - they
are regarded as an
asset.

Civil war and
bombing of cities
by the Assad
regime

Safety of the
host country.
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Population and Development Knowledge Organiser Assessment Page
C.O.L.D – Consolidation of Learning detail:

H.O.T – Higher Order Thinking:

-

What is the birth rate?

-

What is the death rate?

- Outline reasons why the birth rate might be high in a
country? (3)

-

Where do most people live around the world?

- Discuss issues caused by overpopulation (6)

-

Who were the Granny Police?

-

What percent of women in Kerala and India can read and write?

- Use the map to describe world population distribution (3)

-

Why would a woman who is educated probably have fewer children?

-

How have health care standards been increased for children in Kerala?

-

Give 2 push factors for people migrating out of Syria

Key Terms
Birth rate is the number of live babies born in a
year for every 1000 people in the total population
Death rates are number of people dying per 1000
people

- Explain how the production of an iPhone involves all different
sectors of industry (4)
- Explain ways that the Chinese One Child Policy was enforced
(4)

Challenge Questions
-Evaluate the non-birth control policy in
Kerala (6)
-Women's lives improved in Kerala as a result
of the policy. How far do you agree? (9)
-Women's lives improved in China as a result
of the policy. How far do you agree? (9)

Describing distribution? On a map, graph or
photograph?
Always remember TAD:
T- rends – firstly say what you see, what is the
overall trend of the data shown?
A – nomalies – are there any odd ones out or
exceptions to this trend?

Natural Increase is when birth rates are higher than
death rates the population of an area will increase.
Natural Decrease is when death rate is higher than
birth rate
Life expectancy is the average age a person can
expect to live to in a particular area

To answer a ‘How far do you agree question’,
you need to make a decision and give
evidence to support or disprove your point

Made a point? SO WHAT?!
Women’s lives improved in Kerala after the non birth control policy. SO WHAT!? This meant
that they could go to school and learn and improve their future prospects. SO WHAT?! This
means that more of the population of Kerala will be working and paying taxes to help the local
economy.

D- ata – extract data to support you, this may be
from a key, scale or even specific place names.

Links to further Reading

•
•
•

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/mar
/02/china-population-control-two-child-policy
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/investin
g/091515/3-industries-driving-chinaseconomy.asp
https://www.internetgeography.net/topics/cas
e-study-india/
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Climate Change Knowledge Organiser
Human causes of climate change
•

•
•

Natural/enhanced greenhouse effect
Without the natural greenhouse effect
the world would be -18.
The enhanced greenhouse effect is
caused by human activity pumping
carbon dioxide and methane into the
atmosphere. These gases absorb heat
and do not allow the sun’s heat
radiation to escape into space.

Natural causes of climate change

Farming = The cutting down of rainforests to
make space for grazing cattle and crops & the
production of cattle adds methane into the
atmosphere.
Transport = Increased air travel and car travel
means petrol and diesel (fossil fuels) are used
which produce carbon dioxide.
Industry (factories) = Increased factories and
consumption means fossil fuels have to be
burnt to work the machinery.

•
•

Volcanic eruptions = Emit sulphur and gas
clouds into the atmosphere and block the suns
radiation.
Eccentricity (Milankovitch cycles) = The
earth’s orbit changes from circular to elliptical.

Renewable

Renewable resources are the opposite: Their
supply replenishes naturally or can be sustained.
The sunlight used in solar power and the wind
used to power wind turbines replenish
themselves.
Non-renewable
A non renewable resource is a natural substance that is
not replenished with the speed at which it is consumed

Year 9 Unit 2– The Rise of the Nazis
The Weimar republic faced several challenges.
The German people were unhappy with the terms of the treaty of Versailles (LAMB) this led to uprisings against the
Government (Kapp and Spartactist) and also led to a raise in people having extremists views including Fascism (Nazi’s.)
The Nazis believed that all parts of society
should benefit the German state and
strengthen Germany. Hitler wanted to create
a ‘Thousand Year Reich’- a Nazi state that
would last a long time. Policies aimed at the
youth were not to benefit the young people,
but the German state.

As well as this Germany faced 2 major economic crisis. The first in 1923 – Hyperinflation and the second in 1929 – the Wall
Street Crash leading to the Great Depression.
This again led to people voting for alternative political groups and the Nazis slowly gained support between 1929 – 33
when they were finally strong enough to gain a majority vote in the Reichstag,

The Youth
Nazis believed that all young people should
be brought up proud Germans, who
supported a strong, independent Germany.
Nazis believed that boys and girls were equal
but different. They each had their strengths
and they had different policies for boys and
girls.

The Nazis used a Police state as one way to control the people. They used regular and secret police to ensure they
controlled what people said and did. This cause fear and terror

Hitler knew many German adults were not
Nazi supporters, but reasoned that if young
Germans supported them, this would create
a ‘Thousand Year Reich’ and that they would
see him as a father figure.
Women
Nazis believed that men and women occupied
separate spheres. Men were breadwinners and those
who would protect the country whereas women were
to stay at home, look after the family and help to
create a new generation of Nazis focusing on the 3
K’s – Children, Church and Kitchen.
1.

They provided loans to young couples who
married.

2.

Women were rewarded for large families

3.

They
should
conservatively

4.

Encouraged to give up their jobs and even
banned from some professions after 1933.

dress

traditionally

and
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Key Words
Weimar Republic- The name of Germany after WWI ended after the Kaiser abdicated
and a new system of Government was adopted
Treaty of Versailles – The peace treaty which officially ended WWI
Hyperinflation – When a currency looses its value rapidly
Communism – A system of Government which is state ruled and everyone is equal
Great Depression – An economic collapse which occurred after 1929
NSDAP – National Socialist German Workers Party (Nazi)
Propaganda – Information given designed to make you think in a certain way to
promote a political cause
Censorship – Suppression of news, books, film or information
Reich – German word for rule or reign
COLD questions
1. Describe the problems in Germany during
the 1920’s
2. Explain how Hitler became leader in 1921
3. Describe the consequences of the Munich
Putsch
4. Explain how the Reichstag fire was a positive
event for Hitler
5. Describe how propaganda was used to gain
and maintain support of the German people
6. Describe how Hitler was able to control
through fear
7. What event was held in Germany in 1936
and how did Hitler use it to his advantage?
8. Describe what is meant by the term police
state
9. Explain how life got better for people under
Nazi rule
10. Describe how life changed for women under
Nazi rule
11. Describe how young people were involved
in the Nazi party.

Made a point? SO WHAT?!
World War Two gave people freedom SO WHAT!?
This means that they could live their life however they
wanted SO WHAT?!

HOT questions
1. The weakness of the Germany economy was
the main reason the Nazis were able to take
control. How far do you agree?
2. Explain how the Nazis were able to form a
dictatorship
3. Explain how effective propaganda was
4. Hitler controlled through fear. How far do you
agree?
5. How effective were Nazi policies towards
young people?

Use PEEL paragraphs to ensure
you explain your ideas and
answer the question
P – Point
E – Evidence
E – Explanation
L - Link
Explanation: If you are stuck
explaining your point, use these
sentence starters:
As a result…
A consequence of this…
This led to…
This was important as…
Further Reading and information

Challenge Questions
Why did people support and then continue to
support the Nazis?
Think about the problems in 1920’s and early 30’s
Germany.
How did Nazi policies actually improve life in
Germany for its people?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=vO-_HXO7HwY
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/top
ics/zymqwxs
https://senecalearning.com/enGB/seneca-certifiedresources/wiemar-and-nazi- 35
germany-1918-39/
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Drama Skills
Key Words and Definitions

Still Image
A still image is a frozen moment on
stage where the characters stay still
to clearly stop the play and show the
audience a moment in time. It is
often used to highlight something
important that has happened. There
are 5 things that make a good freeze
frame, they are:
1.Facial expressions
2.Body language
3.Gestures
4.Levels
5.No blocking

How can you improve your
performance?
Can you devise a piece using a
variety of these Drama Skills?
Test yourself – do you know the
definitions of each key word?
What do you need to remember
when performing a Still Image?
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Music: Soundtracks
HOW THE MAD TSHIRT ELEMENTS ARE USED IN FILMS
MELODY AND PITCH – RISING MELODIES used for increasing tension, FALLING MELODIES for defeat. Westerns often
feature a BIG THEME. Q&A PHRASES can represent good versus evil.

ARTICULATION – LEGATO for flowing or happy scenes, STACCATO for ‘frozen’ or ‘icy’ wintery scenes. ACCENTS (>) for
violence or shock.

DYNAMICS – FORTE dynamics to represent power; PIANO dynamics to represent weakness/calm/resolve. CRESCENDOS

used for increasing threat, triumph or proximity and DIMINUENDOS used for things going away into the distance. Horror Film
soundtracks often use EXTREME DYNAMICS or SUDDEN DYNAMIC CHANGES to ‘shock the listener’.

TEMPO - Fast Excitement, action or fast-moving things (e.g. a chase scene) Slow Contemplation, rest or slow-moving things
(e.g. a funeral procession)

STRUCTURE - No specific structure as music is composed to set picture.

HARMONY – MAJOR – happy; MINOR – sad. CONSONANT HARMONY OR CHORDS for “good” and DISSONANT

HARMONY OR CHORDS for “evil”. PEDAL NOTES – long held notes in the BASS LINE used to create tension and suspense.

INSTRUMENTATION - Woodwind Natural sounds such as bird song, animals, rivers,

- Brass Soldiers, war, royalty, ceremonial occasions
- Strings Often used to portray emotions: passion, grief, etc.
- Glockenspiel Magic, music boxes, fairy tales - Timpani / Drums War, fighting, thunder

RHYTHM & METRE – IRREGULAR TIME SIGNATURES used for tension. OSTINATO rhythms for repeated sounds e.g. horses.
TEXTURE – THIN/SPARE textures used for bleak or lonely scenes; THICK/FULL textures used for active scenes or battles.
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Music: Soundtracks
LEITMOTIF

A melodic idea to represent a theme or
character

LEGATO

Smooth and flowing

STACCATO

Detached and spiky

ACCENTS

Hard attack on the notes

FORTE

Loud

PIANO

Quiet

CRESCENDO

Getting Louder

DIMINUENDO

Getting Quieter

MAJOR

Bright and positive sounding

MINOR

Dark and sinister sounding

CONSONANT

Pleasant sounding

DISSONANT

Clashing notes

OSTINATO

Repeated pattern

PEDAL

Low sustained note

IRREGULAR TIME
SIGNATURE

Unusual amount of beats in a bar
5/4
7/4 7/8
5/8

C.O.L.D

What is articulation?
What is the difference between major and minor?
Which family of instruments might you use to represent a
ceremonial scene?
How could you use dynamics to shock the listener?
Which Italian term means loud?
Give an example of an irregular time signature.
Can you recall the meaning of all the MAD TSHIRT elements?

H.O.T.

What is the point of having music in a film?
Describe how you might create music to represent a
frozen, icy scene?
How might you use dynamic contrast to create variety in
music?
Evaluate the following statement.
“it is better to use electronic sounds from a computer for a
film soundtrack than a full sized orchestra”

Creative Task - Write your own short film scene and create
some music to accompany the action.

Appraising Task – Watch a film of your choice and analyse a
section of the music using MAD TSHIRT.
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Music: ICT and Rhythm
Note Name

Symbol

Length

Editing Blocks

Semibreve

4 beats

16 blocks

Dotted Minim

3 beats

12 blocks

Minim

2 beats

8 blocks

1 ½ beats

6 blocks

Crotchet

1 beat

4 blocks

Dotted Quaver

¾ beat

3 blocks

Quaver

½ beat

2 blocks

Semiquaver

¼ beat

1 blocks

Dotted Crotchet

How it should look

Time Signature

Instrument menu
Forward

Click track

Play
Time

Edit
Back

Beginning

Record

Loops

BPM
Count in
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Music: ICT and Rhythm
Edit

Move notes up and down and
alter the duration to fit

BPM

Beats Per Minute

Time Signature

Beats in a bar

Loop

Repeated section of music

Click Track

To keep you in time when
recording

Piano Roll

Allows you to edit note blocks

Score

Allows you to edit notation

Panning

Left to right speaker

Automation

Alter volume, pan echo and
reverb

Play head

Allows you to move to any part
of your track

Track

Adding a track allows you to
layer your music.

Advanced
Features

Click on this dial to add effects
and EQ.

C.O.L.D

How many beats is a dotted minim worth?
How many note blocks is a dotted quaver?
What do you need to do if you have a crotchet rest in
the project?
What will you hear if you pan left?
Why is it important to use a click track?
Which combination of notes could you use to create a
4 beat (16 block) rhythm?

H.O.T.

How would you go about creating a multi track
recording in GarageBand?
If you wanted to change the volume of individual tracks
how would you go about this and why might this need
to be done?
What are the benefits and drawbacks of music software
like GarageBand?

Creative Task

Download a free music sequencing app to your phone
or use your computer to practise creating your own
music the tips on this sheet.
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Trampolining

Athletics
Track

Jumps

Throws

100m, 200m, 300m,
400m, 800m, Relay
4x100m

High Jump
Triple Jump
Long Jump

Shot put
Vortex
Discus
Javelin

Starts/finishes.
Arm action –
effectiveness
and consistency.
Leg action to create
appropriate pace –
Consistency

Run-up/speed.
Take-off.
Flight and landing.

Grip, stance and
preparation to
throw.
Movement into
throwing action.
Release, followthrough and
recovery

Long Jump and Triple Jump

Finish Line

Core skills
1. Shapes – straight/tuck/pike/straddle/others.
2. Drops – front/back/seat/others.
3. Twists – half/full/others.
4. Twisting/rotation – half twist to or out of front drop/half twist to or
out of backdrop, seat half twist to feet/seat half twist to seat (swivel
hips)/front drop to seat, cat twist/turntable/others.
5. Advanced rotation – front somersault/back somersault/hands, knees
and over/barani.

Basic Rules
A routine must always start and finish on feet.
You must perform all skills on the cross.
A routine will usually consist of 10 bounces.
There are different ways to score points: Execution – how well you
perform the skills, and difficulty – how hard the performed skills are.
Deductions – points taken off for any mistakes.
Routines should be fluent and aesthetically pleasing.

100m

400m
800m
Shot put

300m

Javelin

200m
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Athletics
Athletics Key Words
Power
Speed
Strength
Explosive
Approach
Coordination
Reaction
Anaerobic
Aerobic
Metres
Relay
Drive
Take-off
Exam Questions: Cold questions
1. What is power and why is it important in throwing?
2. When would you use strength in athletics?
3. Name three muscles used in athletics and their
importance in specific events.
4. Why must we not step backwards after performing long
jump or triple jump?
5. Why should sprinters and long distance runners have
good knee lift when they run?

Muscles used in
Trampolining and
Athletics
Quadriceps
Gastrocnemius
Hamstrings
Gluteal
Abdominals
Biceps
Triceps
Deltoid
Trapezius
Latissimus Dorsi
Pectorals
Components of
Fitness
Cardiovascular
Endurance
Muscular strength
Speed
Power
Reaction time
Flexibility
Muscular endurance
Agility
Balance
Coordination

Exam Questions: Hot questions
1. Explain why is it important for sprinters to have a good reaction
time?
2. Discuss tactics used in long distance events and their purpose?
3. Rank the muscles usage in the high jump. Explain why?
4. Explain why psychological skills can give an athlete an advantage
over others?
Further reading: www.uka.org.uk

Trampolining
Trampolining Key Words
Straight jump
Tuck jump
Seat drop
Swivel hips
Half/full twist
Turntable
Cradle
Somersault
Spotter
Degree of difficulty
Routine
Time of flight

Exam Questions: Cold questions
1. State 3 basic shapes that can be made in the air.
2. Describe the teaching points for a seat drop.
3. What is meant by a swivel hips?
4. State 1 rule when performing a routine.
5. How can a performer lose points from their score?
6. State the name of the people around the edge of the
trampoline.

Exam Questions: Hot questions
1. Explain the teaching points for a somersault.
2. Explain what is meant by aesthetically pleasing
3. Compose a 10 bounce routine. Make sure you add all of the
bounces up – it might not necessarily mean 10 different skills!
4. Explain the different stages of teaching the swivel hips to a
performer from start to finish.
Further reading: www.british-gymnastics.org
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Badminton
Core skills
1. Service – high, low, flick (forehand or backhand).
2. Overhead – clear, drop (forehand and backhand)
3. Underarm – clear, drive, drop (forehand and backhand)
4. Net play.
5. Smash.

Basic Rules
Whoever wins the toss gets to decide whether they would serve or
receive first or what side of the court they want to be on.
At no time during the game should the player touch the net.
A serve must be hit across court (diagonally) During the serve the
shuttlecock should always be hit from below the waist. (underarm)
A player wins a rally when he strikes the shuttlecock and it touches the
floor of the opponent's side of the court or when the opponent
commits a fault. A point is added to a player's score as and when he
wins a rally. Each side can strike the shuttlecock only once before it
passes over the net.

Table Tennis
Core skills
1. Service – forehand and backhand (with and without spin).
2. Drives – forehand and backhand (with and without topspin)
3. Push – forehand and backhand (with and without backspin)
4. Smash – forehand and backhand (with and without spin)
5. Lob – forehand and backhand (with and without spin)

Basic Rules
To start a point, the server must stand at the back of the table and can
serve either forehand or backhand. The ball must be thrown up either
equal to or above the height of the net before striking the ball and the
ball must be thrown from an open palm to stop finger spin.
If the ball hits the net on a serve but continues over the other side then
a 'let' is played.. Players are allowed to hit the ball around the side of
the net. The ball must bounce on a player's side of the table before
playing their shot. During play, competitors are not allowed to touch
the table with their non-bat hand. If they do, the point is conceded.
Players must swap ends at the end of a game, and in the final match
players will switch ends after five points.

Decision making and tactical awareness
Selection of appropriate shots
Principles of attack and defence
Understanding positioning on court/at the table
Apply tactics in different competitive situations
(singles or doubles)
Applying other ploys and tactics to outwit you
opponent i.e disguising your shot
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Badminton
Badminton Key Words
Court
Racket
Shuttlecock
Net
Baseline
Service line
Fore-Court
Mid-Court
Back- court
Serve
Overhead clear
Drop shot
Net lift
Smash
Exam Questions: Cold questions
1.What side do you serve on to start the game? (0-0)
2.Name one way to score a point.
3.What is meant by a fault?
4.State three teaching points for a short serve.
5.Describe a singles badminton court.
6.What material can the shuttlecock be made from?
Exam Questions: Hot questions
1. Explain why moving your opponent is an effective tactic.
2.Using a court diagram, design a drill to improve a skill of your
choice. Include teaching points.
3.Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of introducing the
use of a ‘hawk-eye’ style technology in badminton.
4.Explain what a let is, using examples from a game situation.

Further reading: www.badmintonengland.co.uk

Muscles used in
Badminton and
Table Tennis
Quadriceps
Gastrocnemius
Hamstrings
Gluteal
Abdominals
Biceps
Triceps
Deltoid
Trapezius
Latissimus Dorsi
Pectorals
Components of
Fitness
Cardiovascular
Endurance
Muscular strength
Speed
Power
Reaction time
Flexibility
Muscular endurance
Agility
Balance
Coordination

Table Tennis
Table Tennis Key Words
Anti-topspin
Backhand
Backspin/Topspin
Block
Chop
Drive
Forehand
Push
Receive
Shakehand
Smash
Open/Closed racket

Exam Questions: Cold questions
1. What type of grip do we use to hold the bat?
2.Name three muscles used in table tennis.
3.Why do we have to keep moving your feet in table
tennis?
4.Why is ‘balance’ important when playing table tennis?
5.What does ‘let’ mean during a serve in table tennis?
6. Name three things that can happen to the ball when
spin is applied?

Exam Questions: Hot questions
1. Why is tactical awareness important in table tennis?
2. Identify and evaluate the type of shots you could play whilst
standing away from the table and being under pressure from your
opponent?
3. Identify and explain a tactic whilst serving that we could use to
gain an advantage in table tennis.
Further reading: www.tabletennisengland.co.uk
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Football

Rugby

Core Skills

Advanced Skills

Ball Control: Using both feet
Passing (dominant foot): Short,
Long- lofted, driven, swerve
Pass and move
Shooting (dominant foot): Short and
long range
Dribbling: Use of both feet, Close
control, Head up, Changing
direction
Tackling, Block tackle Jockeying.

Ball control: Using the chest and thigh.
Passing: Non dominant foot passing
Dominant foot shooting: use of
volleys, swerve and power.
Heading:
Defensive or attacking
Marking: Player without the ball

Basic Rules
Two teams, with each allowed 11 players on the field at any one time,
A match is played in two 45 minute halves.
All players must use their feet head or chest to play the ball.
Only the goalkeeper is allowed to use their hands, and only within
their designated goal area. The aim of the game is to score a goal, by
kicking or heading the ball into the oppositions goal. If the ball
touches or crosses the side line, it is thrown back in by the team that
was not the last to touch the ball.

Forward, Midfielder, Defender, and Goalkeeper

Core skills
1. Handling – holding and protecting the ball, running with the ball to
evade the tackler, changing
pace and direction (swerve and side-step).
2. Passing and receiving – long and short, at varying pace, spin, switch and
scissors.
3. Tackling – front, rear, side, smother.
4. Retaining possession – in the tackle and on the floor.
5. Kicking (at least two from punt/spiral, grubber, drop kick/re-

Basic Rules
Game starts as one team kicks the ball into the opposition half and
then attempts to gain possession. The team then attempt to move the
ball up the pitch by passing it to hand or kicking it.
The ball when passed by hand has to be passed backwards.
Teams have possession of the ball for six tackles or plays. When
tackled, the ball carrier plays the ball backwards by foot along the
ground to a teammate behind them.
A scrum, consisting of six players per team is used to re-start the game
after the ball has been ‘knocked-on’ a forward pass has occurred.
Players can be ruled offside if they are in front of a teammate who is in
possession.

Decision making and tactical awareness
When and where to pass, which pass to make.
Awareness of team strategies/tactics in both
attacking and defending situations
Attacking positioning on the field
Defensive positioning on the field
Awareness of strengths/weaknesses and actions of
other players.
Awareness of the rules and regulations of the
game and their application (including refereeing
signals)
Positioning and organisation at set pieces,
communication, command of area.

1 Full Back
2 Right Wing
3 Right Centre
4 Left Centre
5 Left Wing Halves
6 Stand-Off Half
7 Scrum Half/Half-Back
Forwards
8 Prop
9 Hooker
10 Prop
11 Second Row Forward
12 Second Row Forward
13 Loose Forward
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Football
Football Key Words
Passing
Dribbling
Turning
Control
Man-on
One-two
Outwitting
Spatial Awareness
Attack/Defense
Marking
Shooting
Cushioning the ball
Heading
Tackling
Penalty

Muscles used in
Football and Rugby
Quadriceps
Gastrocnemius
Hamstrings
Gluteal
Abdominals
Biceps
Triceps
Deltoid
Trapezius
Latissimus Dorsi
Pectorals

Rugby
Rugby Key Words
Offside
Advantage
Blindside/openside
Carries
Conversion
Dead Ball line
Gain line
High tackle
Knock on
Phase
Punt
Scrummage
Tackle
Touch line

Components of
Fitness
Cardiovascular
Endurance
Muscular strength
Exam Questions: Cold questions
Speed
1.How do we pass a rugby ball?
Exam Questions: Cold questions
Power
2.What part of the foot do we use to kick with?
1.What part of the foot do we pass the ball with?
Reaction time
3.Name three muscles used in rugby.
2.What part of the foot can you dribble with?
Flexibility
4.Why do we need to lean back when completing a kick in
3.When would you use power in football?
Muscular endurance
rugby?
4.Why do we not lean back when completing a short pass?
Agility
5.Why is it important that we look up when we are in
5.Why is keeping our head up important when dribbling?
Balance
possession of the ball?
6.Name three muscles used in football
Coordination
Exam Questions: Hot questions
Exam Questions: Hot questions
1.Why is tactical awareness important in rugby?
1.Why is tactical awareness important in football?
2.Evaluate why we use all six tackles in rugby,
2.Evaluate keeping possession in football, what are the strengths
3.Rank the muscles and their usage in rugby. E.g. 1 = most used
and weaknesses?
muscle, 11= least used muscle…… can you explain your reasoning?
3.Rank the muscles and their usage in football. E.g. 1 = most used
4.Explain the term two in a tackle……why is this important in rugby?
muscle, 11= least used muscle…… can you explain your reasoning?
5.Explain a tactic we could use to gain an advantage in rugby.
4.Explain the term cushioning……why is this important in football?

Further reading: www.thefa.com

Further reading: www.rugby-league.com
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Basketball

Netball

Core skills
Dribbling – using both hands, change of pace and direction.
Passing – chest, javelin, bounce, overhead, use of the fake.
Receiving/intercepting – making a target (signalling), one/two handed
catch, stationary and on the move, differing speeds and heights,
rebounding, stealing.
Shooting – lay-up, set shot, jump shot, free shot, use of the fake.
Footwork and marking – stopping (jump stop, stride stop), pivoting,
getting free, tracking (drop step).

Core skills
Passing and receiving (chest pass, shoulder pass, one/two handed
passing).
Dodging – single/double/sprint. & Marking a player.
Shooting (close/distance) or rebounding (attacking or defending) or
marking a pass/intercepting (centre court players).
Footwork and movement – landing on one/two feet, pivoting.

Basic Rules

Basic Rules
1. Each player can take two taps before the ball hits the ground, a
basket, a backboard or another player.
2. You are not allowed to run with the ball, you must dribble.
3. Players must pass the ball to a teammate or shoot for goal after
putting two hands on the ball.
4.Winning possession of the ball in your own half mean you must
travel over the half way line within 10 seconds to avoid a foul.

Point Guard.
Shooting Guard.
Small Forward.
Power Forward.
Center Position.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decision making and tactical awareness
Selection of the most appropriate shot
Understanding of positions (attack/defence)
Principles of attack and defence
Applying tactics in different situations
Applying different systems/formations of play in
different situations
Applying other ploys and tactics to outwit
opponents
Awareness of strengths/weaknesses
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Basketball
Basketball Key Words
Passing
Receiving
Intercept
Set shot
Lay up
3 seconds rule
Air ball
Slam dunk
Backboard
Pass fake
Baseline
Basket
BEEF (Balance, Eyes,
Elbow, Follow
Through)

Netball
Muscles used in
Netball & Basketball
Quadriceps
Gastrocnemius
Hamstrings
Gluteal
Abdominals
Biceps
Triceps
Deltoid
Trapezius
Latissimus Dorsi
Pectorals

Netball Key Words
Passing
Receiving
Dodging
Marking
Intercept
Footwork
Obstruction
Pivot
Penalty
Replaying
Over a third
Simultaneous
Centre circle
Shooting ‘D’

Components of
Fitness
Cardiovascular
Endurance
Muscular strength
Exam Questions: Cold questions
Exam Questions: Cold questions
Speed
1. State the distance needed when marking a player with
1. What are the 5 positions in basketball?
Power
the ball.
2. Describe the rule ‘double dribble’ in basketball?
Reaction time
2. Describe the footwork rule in Netball.
3. What is meant by a set shot?
Flexibility
3. What is meant if the umpire shouts “offside?”
4. Describe what BEEF means?
Muscular endurance
4. State three teaching points to perform a chest pass
5. List the variety of passes that can be used in a game of
Agility
correctly.
basketball.
Balance
5. How many thirds can a GD legally play within?
Coordination
Exam Questions: Hot questions
Exam Questions: Hot questions
1. Explain the consequences of simultaneous contact within a
1. Explain the consequences of running with the ball.
game.
2. Using a court diagram, illustrate an effective way to play the ball
2. Using a court diagram, illustrate an effective way to play the ball
down the court from a defensive back line pass.
down the court from a defensive back line pass.
3. Compare and contrast the difference between a set shot and a
3. Using a court diagram, compare and contrast two centre pass
lay up. Which is the better technique to gain an advantage?
tactics that could be used to gain an advantage.
Further reading: www.basketballengland.co.uk

Further reading: www.englandnetball.co.uk
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KS3: Artist, Designer, Craftspeople or
Cultural Research
What makes a
successful artist
research page?
On a artist research
page you need to
include the
following
A clear title (usually
the artists name).
Information in your
own words about
the artist.
Images of the
artists work.
YOUR PERSONAL
OPINION OF THE
ARTISTS WORK.
Keywords that
describe the art
work.
Your own sketch's/
drawings from the
artists work.

These questions below are to help you make
a personal opinion about the artist work.
Answer all questions in a FULL SENTENCES.
Use connective words to extend your
answers and fully explain your thoughts.
1. What materials has the artist used to create the
art work?
2. Describe the colours the artist uses in the work?

3. What shapes and textures can you see in the
artists work?

KS3: Experiment With Media,
Materials & techniques
techniques
When developing successful experiments you must demonstrate
all of the skills and techniques with your chosen media. You must
annotate your experiments, WWW & EBI. If the experiments
haven't been successful tell the reader why they haven't been
successful and what you could do to improve it if you where to
do the experiment again.
What materials can you experiment with?
You must try to experiment with media, materials and techniques
you think the artist has used to create their work. This may include:

4. What does the work represent, or mean? What
is the theme of the work?
5. Does the work look like ? Is it supposed to be,
is it realistic, abstract, symbolic, naïve, expressive
or impressionistic?
6. What tools, media and techniques do you think
the artist has used to create the work?
7. What do you like about the art work? Give
reasons for your opinion.

8. Does the scale, shape, colour, texture, form or
theme affect your mood?
9. If you where to develop work in the style of the
artist, what media, materials and techniques
would you experiment with?
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Appraise. Choose. Compare. Conclude.
Do you agree that…………? Explain.
Decide. Defend. Evaluate. Give your opinion.
What do you think about…………?
Judge. Justify. Rank. Rate. Select. Support.
What is the most important…………?
Value
Prioritize………... According to …………?
What criteria would you use to assess…………?

Synthesis

Change. Predict. Revise. Combine.
Suggest. Compose. Generate. Produce.
Construct. Invent. Arrange. Visualise.
Design. Plan. Reconstruct.

What ideas can you add to …………?
How would you create/ design…………?
What solutions would you suggest for…………?

What might happen if you combine…………?
Analysis

Analyse. Contrast. Examine. Categorise.
What are the parts/ features of…………?
Debate. Differentiate. Distinguish. Compare.
How does ………… compare/ contrast with…………?
Classify.
Classify………… according to …………

C.O.L.D (CONSOLIDATATION OF LEARNING DETAIL).

What evidence can you present for…………?

Application

Apply. Compute.
Demonstrate.
Show. Give an example. Conclude.
Determine. Illustrate. Solve.
Construct. Draw. Make. Find out. Use.

How is………...an example of…………?
Do you know of another instance where…………?
How is ………… related to…………?
Could this have happened in…………?
Why is………… significant?

Comprehension

Convert. Interpret. Restate. Summarise.
Describe. Retell in your own words.
Translate. Rewrite. Explain. Put in order.

Retell………… in your own words.
What is the main idea of…………?
What differences can you see between…………?
How can you interpret…………?

Knowledge

Define. Label. Name. State. Locate. Recall.
Tell. Match. Identify. Memorize. Spell. List.

Who…………?
Describe…………?
When…………?

How…………?
Where…………?

What…………?
What is…………?

Key Words

H.O.T. (HIGH ORDER THINKING).

Evaluation

Composition
Foreground
Back ground
Distorted– changed/
unusual.
Harmonious– feel calm.
Abstract– non figurative.
Landscape
Portrait
Mark making
Figurative
Element
Texture
Abrasive- rough
Vertical
Horizontal
Experiment
Resistant
Collage
Manipulation
Layer
Glossy– shiny
Matt– not shiny
Colour
Pattern
Technique
Construction
Proportion
Dark
Tone
Shadow
Acrylic
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Appraise. Choose. Compare. Conclude.
Do you agree that…………? Explain.
Decide. Defend. Evaluate. Give your opinion.
What do you think about…………?
Judge. Justify. Rank. Rate. Select. Support.
What is the most important…………?
Value
Prioritize………... According to …………?
What criteria would you use to assess…………?

Synthesis

Change. Predict. Revise. Combine.
Suggest. Compose. Generate. Produce.
Construct. Invent. Arrange. Visualise.
Design. Plan. Reconstruct.

What ideas can you add to …………?
How would you create/ design…………?
What solutions would you suggest for…………?

What might happen if you combine…………?
Analysis

Analyse. Contrast. Examine. Categorise.
What are the parts/ features of…………?
Debate. Differentiate. Distinguish. Compare.
How does ………… compare/ contrast with…………?
Classify.
Classify………… according to …………

C.O.L.D (CONSOLIDATATION OF LEARNING DETAIL).

What evidence can you present for…………?

Application

Apply. Compute.
Demonstrate.
Show. Give an example. Conclude.
Determine. Illustrate. Solve.
Construct. Draw. Make. Find out. Use.

How is………...an example of…………?
Do you know of another instance where…………?
How is ………… related to…………?
Could this have happened in…………?
Why is………… significant?

Comprehension

Convert. Interpret. Restate. Summarise.
Describe. Retell in your own words.
Translate. Rewrite. Explain. Put in order.

Retell………… in your own words.
What is the main idea of…………?
What differences can you see between…………?
How can you interpret…………?

Knowledge

Define. Label. Name. State. Locate. Recall.
Tell. Match. Identify. Memorize. Spell. List.

Who…………?
Describe…………?
When…………?

How…………?
Where…………?

What…………?
What is…………?

Key Words

H.O.T. (HIGH ORDER THINKING).

Evaluation

Composition
Foreground
Back ground
Distorted– changed/
unusual.
Harmonious– (feel calm)
Complementary (Opposite
colours on the colour wheel).
Abstract– non figurative.
Landscape
Portrait
Mark -making
Figurative
Element
Texture
Abrasive- rough
Vertical
Horizontal
Experiment
Resistant
Collage
Manipulation
Layer
Glossy– shiny
Matt– not shiny
Colour
Pattern
Technique
Construction
Proportion
Dark
Tone
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Shadow
Acrylic

Computing: Data Representation

Try out the RGB colour
picker:
https://qrgo.page.link/DPtC2

Representing images – Bitmap Images (bit depth):
The colour depth of an image is measured in bits. Colour depth is the number of bits
used to encode the colour of each pixel. The number of bits indicates how many
colours a pixel could be. In the black and white image below, only two colours are
needed. This means it has a colour depth of 1 bit. With RGB there are 256 variations of
each primary colour contributing to 16,777,216 colours (256 x 256 x 256) in total.

Representing sound with binary
Converting sound to digital:
• Sound waves are analogue, continuous data. This shown by
the red line.
• To convert them to digital sound we take samples. This is
shown by the green line.
• The more samples we take, the closer the digital sound is to
the original.
• Each sample is stored using a number, stored as binary. The
number represents the amplitude of the sound at that point
in the audio.

Representing colours with Hexadecimal and RGB
Each pixel is made up of a single colour. The colour is given a binary
number so the computer knows how to display it. This number can also be
shown in hexadecimal and denary.
The example below (light blue) is made up of 32 red, 160 green and 187
blue. These number are shown in binary and hexadecimal below.
Hexadecimal numbers: Hex uses
the numbers 0-9 and then letters
A – F to represent denary
numbers. Hex uses base 16.
0 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

9

A

B

C

D

E

F
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Computing

Data Representation: Assessment Page
Definitions:

Compression: This is when large files are reduced in size by reorganising or removing some of the data.
Hexadecimal: A number system that uses base 16 to represent numbers. Used as an alternative to binary as it is easier for
humans to read and understand.
Pixel: The smallest unit within an image, a single element (tiny square) within a digital bitmap picture.
Amplitude: This measures the change in a sound wave and is used to measure and recreate sound in digital form.
Sampling: When converting a sound wave into digital form, the amplitude is measured at set intervals to recreate the
sound wave.
ASCII: A standard code used to represent text using binary numbers by assigning letters a binary number. E.g. capital A
= 01000001 (65)
RGB: Stands for Red, Green Blue. This is the colour model often used for digital colour. Each colour has a value between
0 and 255 and these combined make up a colour. E.g. 0 255 0 would be green.
Bit depth: The number of bits used to encode some data such as a colour or a sound sample. A higher bit depth
generally takes up more space taken but increases quality of the sound or image.

HOT Questions

COLD Questions

• Explain why humans use hexadecimal notation for colours rather
than binary.
• Explain how binary and hexadecimal place values work.

• Convert 0101 1001 into a denary (decimal)
number.
• Convert 125 into binary and hexadecimal.
• Convert 8E into a denary number.

• Explain how sound is converted from analogue to digital form.
• Analyse the difference between lossy and lossless compression.

• What is a pixel?
• What is the benefit of using compression?
• Describe what sample rate means.

• Describe how you would work out what colour this is:
“0010 0110 0110 0010 0000 0001”

• How is text represented using binary?

Video:
Binary and
denary
conversions
https://qrgo.page.link/66ci8

Game:
Binary
Bonanza
game
https://qrgo.page.link/AEK9f

BBC Bitesize:
Representing
text, images
and sound
https://qrgo.page.link/NUEx9

Keywords:

Binary
Hexadecimal
RGB
Pixel
JPG
Lossy
Lossless
Compression
ASCII
Unicode
Bit depth
Sample rate
Encryption
Encoding
Amplitude
Sampling
Converting
Bases (2, 10, 16)
Encryption
Caesar cipher

Further
Reading:
Technology
in the news
https://qrgo.page.link/Bhxo5
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Year 9 - The Concrete

Lamp

Project

Objective - To accurately follow a set of given instructions to produce a final working
product - A desk top lamp. Working with new manufacturing methods - ELECTRONICS learning new skills SOLDERING. You will be working with a new material - CONCRETE. This
will be a project that tests your understanding of working drawings and tool/procedure
names.

Safety In The Workshop.
The rules you learned in year 7&8 still apply
You are now working with new materials so
a few new rules apply.
Soldering Irons should always be returned
to the holder when not in use.
The soldering iron is to be used for
soldering only.
Never touch the end of the soldering iron.
Always wash your hands after touching
concrete.
Materials on the pillar drill should be
secured with a G Clamp

Below are the names of the tools you will use – the pictures are below – new tools (ones you haven’t used before are on the left
Pillar Drill , Junior Hack Saw, Laser Cutter, Steel Ruler, Disc Sander, Hole Saw, Pencil, Metal Scribe, G Clamp, Centre Punch, solder

Powerful Knowledge – How to solder neatly, the knowledge behind circuits and how electricity
flows around a circuit, The terminology associated with electronics – conductor insulator, Why
concrete is a good building material
Key Word

Toggle switch

Battery Power
Supply

Explanation

Bending

Shaping by forces applied – sometimes assisted with heat

Conductor

Allows the passage of heat or electricity

Insulator

Does not allow the passage of heat or electricity

Resistance

Property of a material that resists the flow of electricity

Solder

An alloy with low melting point to help permanently join
components to circuits

Circuit

An arrangement of connected electrical components

L.E.D
Cold Question Does it matter which way around an L.E.D goes in a circuit?
What does L.E.D stand for?
Why is an L.E.D more energy efficient?
Hot Questions
Why does the L.E.D require a resistor before it? Explain your answer.
Is concrete a sustainable material? Explain your answer
Why do we use the golf balls? – Explain your answer.
Challenge Question!
How could we make the light come on automatically.

More information can be found
on electronics by visiting
www.technologystudent.com

Look under Electronics

Year 9: Food
Knowledge Organiser
Topic: How food can cause ill
health

About Learning Objective 1
You will understand how to
prevent food from becoming
unsafe and causing ill health.
You will understand what
bacteria needs to spread and
the main sources of food
poisoning.

Sources of bacteria food
poisoning

●People/sewage
●Raw food
●Insects
●Rodents
●Soil/dust
●Refuse/waste
●Animals/birds
●Contaminated packaging.

Unit Intent: To understand how when food
becomes unsafe it can make people ill
Each year, many thousands of people become ill because of something they have eaten. Most
people recover after a few day, but some become extremely ill and can die as a result.
People who work in the Hospitality and Catering industry (and all other food handlers) must be
trained to understand how to keep food safe when they are handling, preparing, cooking, storing
and serving food, so that it does not make people ill.
What do bacteria need to multiply?

Moisture

Warmth

Time

Food

Common food poisonings:
Campylobacter jejunal
Salmonella group of over 1600 species
Escherichia coli 0157
Clostridium perfringens
Listeria monocytogenes
Bacillus cereus
Staphylococcus aureus

Bacteria
Some bacteria have to be INSIDE your
body to make you ill. These are
consumed in the food. Bacteria can
multiply every fifteen minutes in the
right conditions.
Once inside you, the bacteria attack
your body causing illness, some such
as Salmonella cling to the gut wall
preventing absorption of water and
nutrients- this type take hours even
days to colonise the gut so symptoms
may not show for a few days
Some produce a TOXIN (poison) on
the food which makes you ill when you
eat it. Toxins act on the body rapidly
so this type make you ill within minutes
to hours of eating them

There are three main causes of food-related ill health:
Microbes – bacteria, moulds and yeasts.
Chemicals – these poison food by being mistakenly added, or
reacting with certain foods or produce toxins.
Food allergies and intolerances – when someone reacts to
something in the food.

Keyword Spellings and Definitions:

Remember to use your ‘memory method’ techniques to remember 100% of your key terms
Bacteria:
microscopic singlecelled living
organisms, some of
which cause food
poisoning.

Contaminate:
making a food
unsafe to eat by
allowing it to come
into contact with
microbes that will
grow and multiply.

Crosscontamination:
how microbes are
spread from one
place onto some
food

Food spoilage:
when something
happens which
makes food unfit
and unsafe to eat.

Micro-organism:
tiny plants and
animals that are only
clearly visible under a
microscope (also
called microbes)

Pathogenic:
something that is
capable of causing
illness in people

Toxins:
another name for
poisons, if
something is toxic
it is poisonous

Yeasts:
microscopic singlecelled fungi that
ferment foods
containing sugar

Can you get 100% right?
Cold Questions
1. What does cross contamination mean?
2. What is a pathogenic micro-organism?
3. Name three conditions that bacteria
need to grow and develop.
4. Which type of bacteria clings to the gut
wall?
5. Name three of the common sources of
bacteria food poisoning.

Hot Questions
1. What are the three main causes of food
poisoning?
2. What is a food intolerance?
ACE Questions – are you 100% ready to answer these questions based on your learning so far?
3. What is the difference between an allergy
and an intolerance?
Accept
Challenge
Extend
4. How could a food handler avoid harming
someone with a chemical cleaning product
“ Food poisoning is a
“Being sick is a sign of food
“Food poisoning is
that is used in the kitchen.
common and unpleasant
poisoning”
particularly dangerous to
5. How quickly could bacteria multiply?
illness that can lead to serious
certain groups of people”
health problems”
Careers Corner
How would you challenge
How can you extend this
Hospitality and Catering
Why would you accept this
this viewpoint? Explain your
view point? What other
Head Chef/ Sous chef/ Head Waiter/
viewpoint? Explain your
answer.
information can you
Waiter/
answer.
include? Explain your
Kitchen porter/ General manager/
answer.
Concierge/
Front of house manager /Front desk
receptionist/ Maintenance/Barista/
Challenge Me Question
Housekeeping/
Research three of the types of food poisoning and list their symptoms, food that it is found in,
Bar staff/Sommelier/Publican/
and the effects on the body.
Wedding Planner
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